Abstract We investigate the semileptonic and nonleptonic decays of B s mesons. We work within the context of nonrelativistic constituent quark models. We calculate the different form factors that parameterize the hadron matrix elements.
where G F [11] is the Fermi constant, λ(a, b, c) = (a + b − c) 2 − 4ab, m l is the mass of the charged lepton, H and L are the hadron and lepton tensors, and p l and p ν are the lepton four momenta. PB s and P cs (with cs = D s , D * s , D * s2 ) are the meson four-momenta, mB s and m cs their masses respectively, P = PB s + P c5s , and q = PB s − P cs . To calculate the contraction of the lepton and hadron tensors, that involve the form factors from Eq. (9) of [10] , we shall follow the helicity formalism of Ref. [12] . This calculation is given in full detail in Sec. III E of Ref. [10] . Integrating Eq. 1 we obtain the total decay widths. Numerical values can be found in [10] .
In this work we have also studied the nonleptonicB s → csM F two-meson decays, where M F is a pseudoscalar or vector meson. These decays correspond to a b → c transition at the quark level as well. These transitions are governed, neglecting penguin operators, by the effective Hamiltonian [13; 14] 
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where V ij are CKM matrix elements. We follow the factorization approximation, i. e., the hadron matrix elements of the effective Hamiltonian are evaluated as a product of quark-current matrix elements. One of these is that of the B s transition to one of the final mesons, while the other one corresponds to a transition of the vacuum to the second final mesons, which is given by the corresponding meson decay constant. For M F = π, ρ, K or K * the decay width is given by
where a 1 ≈ 1.14 is a Wilson coefficient and V F is a CKM matrix elements which depends on the actual decay considered. As explained in Ref. [10] , the contraction of the resulting tensors has been performed using the helicity formalism. Some results for the semileptonic and nonleptonic decay widths can be found in Table 1 . More results and comparison with previous calculations have been published in Ref. [10] .
